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ABSTRACT

FROM ROOTS TO ROUTES

by
Xinyi Ma

Submitted to the Department of Architecture on January 19, 2017 in Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree of Master of Architecture

Over the past two decades, more than 200 million people in China moved from rural to urban areas. These migrants fled the countryside, which is regarded as an economic wasteland in perpetual stagnation that is locked by feudal traditions and peasant values, to the largest cities. They sought to be connected to a modern China, one that is marked by a booming economy and pronounced popular culture. These rural-to-urban migrants have formed the largest peacetime inland migration in history.

Mobility is a socially produced motion that often bears ideologies. It is associated with a desire for progress, freedom, and opportunity. The massive inland migration in China demonstrates the tremendous social force that aims to overcome the outdated social strata. However, as migrants move, limitations on mobility emerge. The Hukou, the household registration system in China, is an institutional framework that has entrenched the social strata for ages. Records of births, marriages, and moves identify each person with a place. As soon as migrants move from their designated origins, immobility appears: welfare exclusion, job inequity, urban transit inaccessibility, to name just a few.

This thesis proposes to study this condition of mobility, immobility and estrangement in the district of Minhang, Shanghai, where 1.5 million migrants currently live and work. Scooter, an emerging fast and cheap personal vehicle, is the protagonist in this story of migrants. Linking closely to migrants’ life, scooters are not only their primary means of transportation but also their means of production. Its mobility empowers migrants to move beyond their territory, while its unique scale and flexibility links to rich spatial possibilities.
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CHINA | THE BIGGEST PEACE TIME INLAND MIGRATION

MOVEMENT VS MOBILITY
Movement as an act of displacement is devoid of meaning, history and ideology. However, mobility as socially produced motion is charged with meanings. In his book *On the Move*, Tim Cresswell described mobility as the dynamic equivalent of place whereas movement as the dynamic equivalent of location (Cresswell, 2006). How to create dynamic destinations along trajectories of movement? How to engage meanings of the subjects so the destinations are not just locations but places? This thesis explores these questions in the context of mass rural-to-urban migration in China.

MOBILITY, IDEOLOGY & SCALE
People and things are moving all over the world at all scales: moving hands, running away, commuting to work, immigration, etc. In the story of Chinese migrant workers, forms of mobility also appear at dramatically different scales. They may seem to be unrelated at first glance, but, if digging deeper, the meaning behind often connects and allows mobility to jump scales.
This thesis looks at the issue of migrant mobility at different scales. It starts from the country map, showing the massive movement of hundreds of millions of migrants crossing the surface of China. Research then zooms into a mega-city Shanghai, where distribution of migrants follows specific social and spatial pattern. It continues zooming in to a migrant populated district, Minhang, to understand migrant settlement location in relation to land value and public transit accessibility. Finally, it focus on one street, the cross section of which expresses the immobility migrants currently experience, and calls for architectural reimagination and urban reterritorialization.
As products and producers of power, mobility of migrant workers at all these scales could empower them to move beyond their territory.
**MOBILITY VS IMMOBILITY**

Mobility correlates to immobility. While the mobility of massive rural-to-urban migrants are restructuring social partition as migration policy opens up in the past two decades, it triggers a series of immobility that organizes and partitions their destination cities.

**Institutional Barrier**

Initially set up in 1951, *Hukou* (household registration) was largely adopted as a monitoring mechanism of population movements in the 50s. However, as influxes of peasants escalated in 80s, *Hukou*, through a system of migration permits and recruitment certificates, became a control mechanism that has since then played an important role in regulating population distribution and mobility (Chan and Zhang, 1999).

Two primary types of *Hukou* registration—peasant and non-peasant—emphasize the rural-urban divide. This distinction arose from a period in history when industry development was viewed as the priority so the state provided welfare to urban residents in priority-industrial sectors, while leaving the rest large rural population outside state support. Policies has changed over the years, but this close link to state-provided benefits and opportunities still perpetuate (Murphy, 2009).

In recent years, continuous efforts have been made by government to adjust *Hukou* to fit the changing political-economic system. There is a trend of loosening this strata-entrenching institutional system, yet more need to be overcome.
Social Barriers

Many social factors exclude migrants from becoming members of urban society. The term ‘nong-mingong’, or ‘peasant workers’, is a term commonly called by urban residents. It associates migrants with two identities: peasants from the rural land and laboring workers in the urban setting. It reinforces their place of origin and their purpose in the city as hard laborers required for the operation of giant urban machine. Another term ‘disuzhi’ or ‘inferior quality’ frequently appear in descriptions of migrants. It is an urban critique of migrants’ lack of education and their supposed poor upbringing due to their poverty and substandard school facilities (Wallis, 2013). These urban prejudices lead to further immobility in migrants’ social life.

Lack of social bounding between migrant workers is another social barrier within themselves. Due to their long working hours and rootless living and working style, migrants often found friendship hard to develop and maintain in their migrating cities as revealed in migrant surveys conducted in Shanghai (2012).
images from migrant documentary *Last Train Home*
SHANGHAI | MIGRANT SETTLEMENTS AND SOCIAL PARTITION

Located on the mouth of Yangtze River Delta, Shanghai is a metropolis that represents the booming contemporary Chinese city. It is a global financial center and also world’s busiest container port. Out of its total 20.6 million population, 5.4 million are migrants (Shanghai Yearbook, 2015).

SPATIAL PARTITION - Center vs Periphery
Geographically, Shanghai could be divided into three rings: central city, inner suburbs and outer suburbs. Despite government’s continuous efforts in socioeconomic development, disparities between city core and urban fringe is still prominent. While inner-city slums used to host large number of rural-to-urban migrants, as redevelopment of urban core rapidly took place, peripheral migrant aggregation became dominant (Wu, 2005). A map of migrant distribution in Shanghai shows that majority of migrants are located in the urban periphery, in district of Minhang, Baoshan and Pudong, especially in rural-urban transitional areas that have gone through tremendous changes in the recent ten years.

EMPLOYMENT PARTITION - informal jobs in labor intensive sectors
Migrant settlements are formed based on various reasons. Proximity to potential employment in a major determinant in their locational choices. The large number of infrastructural and real-estate construction work in inner suburbs that requires massive labor forces have attracted large number of migrants to settle nearby. Large industrial plants as well as small-to-medium manufacturing companies also gathered a huge migrant population there. Recently, demand of labor in service sector, like catering, package delivery, household cleaning, increased as well since population rose up and needs escalated (Minhang Yearbook, 2015). Number of employment opportunities rose up and down dramatically overtime, and informality characterizes most of these jobs.
1.5 MILLION
OUT OF
2.5 MILLION
PEOPLE IN MINHAHNG ARE MIGRANT WORKERS

My name is Li, and I started working as an auto mechanic in Minhang a year ago. Everyday, I wake up at 7:00 and ride my scooter to the shop. This allows us to get there early for morning assembly to go through safety issues and do daily checks. My job involves a lot of physical labor - polish cars over and over again and wash cars one by one. I also have to work two-hour lunch breaks everyday. Sometimes I wish I could ride around in Minhang, as one of the cars I washed (with some music on, along the river band). I never get the chance to explore Minhang since my work often finishes around 5pm. Wishers, daily have especially in early morning and late night. That's why I got a scooter wind shield. It comes from my mouth to my toe. A lot of us get it to shield wind and dust.

My name is Wei, and I've been working in Minhang as a fruit dealer for 3 years. I started using scooter right after I began my fruit business. It's very handy, get me around places very fast, especially when the traffic is heavy. I need to meet business partners constantly. Most of them are in Minhang as well, so it's easy to run on the public traffic lines, but with a scooter, no location is unreachable. Sometimes, I even use scooter to carry fruits. If the amount is not that many, I have a mini van, but I don't use it as often as a scooter.

My name is Xia, and I've been working in Minhang as a road construction worker for 7 years. About 30km of highway was constructed in Minhang in the past ten years. That's more than 15 times the length of this district. (Almost the distance from Shanghai to my hometown!) I was one of what we've built, through my life, I benefit much from them. They designed the metro for those who have cars and live in town. For those who ride scooters daily, I have a two-year-old at home. Picking up my kids at kindergarten and giving him a scooter ride always make him happy and make me happy.

I am Han, and I have been in Minhang for 2 years. Thanks to those cellphone food ordering apps, I have a very stable job of being a food deliverer. My customers are usually college students and white-collar workers. I visit office towers and school dorms everyday but have no time to stop for a second to take a break or eat. Keep coming up. My busiest time is during lunch and dinner. Food orders can drive me from place to place non-stop for 24 hours. Usually traffic is bad during those time, but my scooter is agile enough to navigate through the traffic. My life circles around my scooter, my cellphone, and my insulated food box.

My name is Wei, and I am a housing agent in Minhang District. Riding around with scooter, I check houses and help customers to find the right one for them. This has been my job since 2012. Ten visits per day is the average amount, and over 80% of time I am on my scooter. Sometimes, I help customers to visit houses too. I added a scooter umbrella to shield rain and sun - making my daily routine rides protected from bad weather. My customers like it too.
MINHANG | SCOOTER AS A NEW MODE OF MOBILITY

As the earliest migrant aggregated district, Minhang has accumulated large number of migrants since the early 2000s. Initially attracted by numerous manufacturing plants here, migrants flooded in as demand for labor continue to rise. More recently, rapid real estate development along the lightrail line also bring large number of migrants to the related service industry. Out of its total 2.5 million population, 1.5 million people in Minhang district are migrants (Minhang Yearbook, 2015).

RAPID PUBLIC TRANSIT & LAND VALUE
While density of metro stations in central city is based on walking distance, as metro goes to suburbs, its density drops sharply since it’s no longer an overlapping network system but a spine flying across a vast land. Land use responds accordingly. Along the metro lines, one would frequently spot high rise residential neighborhood and commercial streets that are both of high land value, whereas industrial complex, factories and storage space clustered further away. Mapping of average subdistrict housing price in Minhang reveals similar trend (Lianjia.com, 2016).

ON / OFF LINE
The insanely high housing price in Shanghai drives migrants to live far away from light-rail lines. Often, they live in an unsettled manner - staying in rental home and annually moving from one to another to avoid rising rents is a common practice. Data collected from housing rental website (Fang.com, 2016) also shows that majority of rental home affordable to migrants are rather far from light-rail line so rapid public transit is not accessible to them on foot. However, they are all in the reach of scooter, a personal vehicle very popular among migrants.
SCOOTER IS RISING UP!
Electric-powered scooter is a special phenomenon in contemporary China. Thanks to technology breakthroughs in the early 90s, scooter emerged as an affordable personal vehicle and gained unmatched popularity in the past 20 years. Its sales went from 150,000 in 1999 to 21 million in 2007, and recently reached 2 billion (APE, 2014).

FAST, CHEAP & FLEXIBLE
Such popularity is not coming from nowhere. While under state regulation, scooters couldn't exceed 20km/h speed limit, many users ride it at 30-40km/h, which is more than twice as fast as biking. On one charge, scooter can easily ride 20-25km (Ma, 2006). Moreover, its small size and flexible parts allow experienced riders to quickly maneuver through heavy traffic.

TRANSPORTATION + PRODUCTION
Scooter has been particularly popular among migrants in urban periphery. Living on a vast land without sufficient rapid public transit coverage and having informal jobs that may require constant trips across the area, migrants' life in urban periphery depends a lot on this fast and flexible personal vehicle. Many migrants use scooter not only as a means of transportation but also as a means of production, as jobs like food deliverers, housing agents has rising employment number.

OPPORTUNISTIC IDENTITY
Many relate migrants to scooters because of their illegal riding moves and opportunistic characters: rushing through red light, riding in opposite directions, etc. Major city like Beijing and Shenzhen banned scooter in certain central region. Despite these suppression, scooter continued to flourish in urban periphery and became an identifier of migrant workers.
Shanghai vehicle statistics

Shanghai transportation habit survey

First electric bike using in-wheel motor born in the lab in Tsinghua University

Breakthrough in electric bike research and development for mass production
Electric Bike General Technical Condition Report came out as the national standards for electric bike

Beijing banned electric bike on several streets in city center
Electric bike annual production exceeds 10 million
speed limit of 20km/hr set as standard for electric bike manufacturer
ShenZhen banned electric bike in city center

Electric bike annual production exceeds 20 million

Estimated possessed electric bike in China exceeds 2 billion

Shanghai Non-Motor Vehicle Regulations came out, requiring registration of electric bike
SCOOTER METRICS-RIDING

turning radius = 4m
(at 15 degree leaning angle)

scooter height = 1.2m

lane width 3.5m-5m

riding clearance = 2.2m

rider eye level = 1.4m
battery lasts for about 1.5 hrs or 30km
full battery recharge needs about 8 hrs
battery life space is about 4 yrs

round trip
multiple stops
one way
DESIGN
Based on **1.5 million** migrants and **20 lightrail stations** in Minhang,
for **5%** of local migrants to take lightrail to go to city center,
each station should have **4000+** scooter parking.
To empower migrants with greater mobility and access to the city, this design proposes scooter parking garage at each subway station in Minhang District. In addition to scooter parking, education and job/info exchange program are included in the design. It aims to create migrant hotspots along the light-rail line—a high land value area where migrants don’t normally belong—to reterritorialize existing social and spatial partitions.
In addition to parking garages at each light-rail station, this design also proposes a riverside promenade that runs along the light-rail and connects all garages. It utilizes the barren land underneath elevated train track and adjacent to river to create alternative scenery paths for scooter riders.

Norms of streetscape in Minhang, such as streetlights, fences, and shipping containers, are redesigned. They can be activated by scooter carry-ons, such as shading umbrella, food delivery boxes, etc., and be transformed into pop-up places for various migrant activities.

T and + traffic intersections were studied as formal precedents for riverside promenade. It allows scooter paths to branch off to two sides, connecting to activity space underneath train track and next to water.
POP-UPS: STREET LIGHT KARAOKE
POP-UPS: STOP AND STAY LIVING ROOM
TRAFFIC INTERSECTION TYPOLOGY STUDY
*Trumpet* is chosen as the intersection type for scooter riverside promenade.

*Scenario path overlooking the water*

*Pop-up market*

*Wateredge public living rooms*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>helix</th>
<th>split-level conjunct, 2 level</th>
<th>continuous conjunct</th>
<th>split-level disjunct, 3 level</th>
<th>linear disjunct, peripheral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>external, peripheral</td>
<td>conjunct</td>
<td>conjunct</td>
<td>peripheral</td>
<td>conjunct, tandem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>circular</td>
<td>conjunct, peripheral</td>
<td>conjunct, tandem</td>
<td>conjunct, peripheral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>linear</td>
<td>conjunct, peripheral</td>
<td>disjunct, peripheral</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
*Split-level, conjunct* is chosen as the garage type for parking design. It's stretched so the middle ramping part is being placed above a six-lane primary street, allowing scooters to cross the street as flying above flows of traffic.
massing model 1

massing model 2
structure system
explosion axon

chain-link mesh facade

glass enclosure

roof ramp

precast concrete slab

circulation core

vierendeel truss

concrete filled steel column
**Column and truss system**
Vierendeel truss bolt-connected to welded connecting-plates on steel column
Floor system
precast concrete hollow core planks (w/ re-bar) placed on top of steel angles connected to Vierendeel truss
APPENDIX
SITE VISIT CAPTURES

Liping and her scooter, and selfie time :) scooter everywhere!!
MINHANG VIEWS FROM SCOOTER
MINHANG VIEWS FROM LIGHTRAIL
MAPPING OF AN URBAN SECTION
FROM LIGHT-RAIL LINE TO INDUSTRIAL WATERFRONT
Grocery Station
Parking Theater
CHAIN-LINK SURFACE FORMAL EXPLORATION
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(This is an essay written by a migrant writer. It won the top literature award in China in 2008 and started the trend of Migrant Literature.)


Data:
(Data entry of every rental housing in Minhang is collected using Octopus, an online data collection software, and consolidated and mapped)